The Barzilai-Borwein (BB) 2-point step size gradient method is getting recent attentions for accelerating Total Variation (TV) based CBCT reconstructions [1] [2] . As those algorithms with guaranteed convergence would be most favorable for clinical applications, we propose a novel BB based framework that ensures convergence while significantly improving the reconstruction speed. To do this, we considered the following cost function that addresses the non-differentiability issue in TV: sequentially combines the unconstrained BB (UBB) iterations (with non-monotone line search) and the gradient projection (GP) iterations. By systematically going back and forth between UBB and GP, the proposed algorithm inherits both the fast convergence of the UBB and the guaranteed convergence of GP.
We first compared GPUBB with a recently proposed BB-based CBCT reconstruction method (GPBB) in [1] and the well-known ASD-POCS algorithm using Shepp-Logan numerical phantom with 40 projections. As the iterations progress, the normalized mean squared error (NMSE) of GPUBB is found to decrease very quickly compared to other algorithms as shown in Figure 1 . In order to reach NMSE = 0.01, GPUBB requires only 90 iterations whereas GPBB takes 163 iterations and ASD-POCS takes much more. We then applied GPUBB to a clinically-treated head-and-neck patient acquired from the TrueBeam TM system (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA). Furthermore, we accelerated the reconstruction by implementing the algorithm on NVIDIA GTX 295 GPU card. It was observed that, compared with the FDK algorithm with 364 projections, our GPUBB algorithm produces visibly equivalent quality CBCT image for the head-and-neck patient with only 120 projections, further supporting its clinical applicability (Figure 2 ). This is a factor of three dose reduction while maintaining the image quality and reconstruction time acceptable.
As the proposed GPUBB algorithm offers both i) guaranteed convergence and ii) significant enhancements in the reconstruction speed, this will greatly improve the clinical applicability of the compressive sensing based low-dose iterative CBCT reconstructions. We anticipate that the GPUBB algorithm can be applied to CT, PET, and SPECT also. 
